
 
 

The following are minutes of the Bettendorf Planning and Zoning Commission and are 
a synopsis of the discussion that took place at this meeting and as such may not include 
the entirety of each statement made.  The minutes of each meeting do not become 
official until approved at the next meeting. 
 

MINUTES 
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 

JULY 21, 2010 
5:30 P.M. 

 
The Planning and Zoning Commission meeting of July 21, 2010 was called to order by 
Chairman Pro Tem Bennett at 5:30 p.m. at the City Hall Council Chambers, 1609 State 
Street. 
 
1. Roll Call 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT:  Bennett, Laas, Rafferty, Stoltenberg, Wennlund 
 
MEMBERS ABSENT:  Gallagher, Kappeler 
 
STAFF PRESENT:  Greg Beck, City Planner; Bill Connors, Community 

Development Director; John Soenksen, City Planner; Lisa 
Fuhrman, Community Development Secretary; Steve Knorrek, 
Fire Captain; Denny Snyder, City Engineer 

 
2. Approval of the minutes of the meeting of June 16, 2010. 
 

On motion by Rafferty, seconded by Laas, that the minutes of the meeting 
of June 16, 2010 be approved as submitted. 
 

ALL AYES 
 

Motion carried. 
 
3. Review of Commission procedures. 
 
Land Use Amendment/Rezoning 
 
4. Case 10-019; 2730 Crow Creek Road, Traditional Residential to Medium-density 

Residential, submitted by Bettendorf Health Care. 
 
5. Case 10-020; 2730 Crow Creek Road, R-2, Single-family Residence District to R-4, 

Multi-family Residence District, submitted by Bettendorf Health Care. 
 
Jason Holdorf, engineer representing the applicant, requested that Case 10-019 and 
Case 10-020 be deferred until the next meeting when more members might be present. 
 
Rafferty asked if a neighborhood meeting regarding the two cases had been held.  
Holdorf confirmed this, stating that a meeting was held on July 14 at the Bettendorf 
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Public Library.  He added that notices were sent to 60 households and that 
approximately 8-10 families were in attendance.  Rafferty requested that another 
neighborhood meeting be held so that the project can be made more clear to the 
neighbors.  Holdorf stated that he would ask the developer if that would be acceptable 
and would send the notices out a second time.   
 
Wennlund commented that he would be unable to attend the August 18 meeting. 
 

On motion by Rafferty, seconded by Stoltenberg, that Case 10-019 and 
Case 10-020 be deferred until the next regularly scheduled meeting. 
 

ALL AYES 
 

Motion carried. 
 
Jager explained that the Commission would consider these matters after a full 
presentation by staff on August 18 at 5:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers.  He added that 
a request will be made to the developer for another neighborhood meeting prior to that 
date. 
 
Preliminary Plat/Final Plat/Site Development Plan 
 
6. Case 10-031; Springs at Bettendorf First Addition, submitted by Continental 203 

Fund, LLC.  (Preliminary plat) 
 
8. Case 10-032; Springs at Bettendorf First Addition, submitted by Continental 203 

Fund, LLC.  (Final plat) 
 
9. Case 10-033; SE corner of 53rd Avenue and Devils Glen Road, submitted by 

Continental 203 Fund, LLC. 
 
Beck reviewed the staff reports. 
 
Laas asked for clarification regarding the location and design of the garages for the 
units.  Beck stated that there would be outside parking spaces in addition to inside 
parking.  Wennlund asked for clarification of the location of the indoor parking and 
questioned whether it would be located inside the apartment building itself.  Beck 
stated that the applicant is present and could clarify the parking arrangements.   
 
Wennlund asked if the detention pond would be located inside the fenced area and 
asked for clarification of the location of the bike path.   Beck explained that the bike path 
would run under the bridge east of Devils Glen Road.  He added that topographical 
difficulties precluded the construction of the bike path along Crow Creek, indicating that 
it will run along the east side of Devils Glen Road instead. 
 
Ian Martin, representing the applicant, explained that 11 of the 15 buildings will have 8 
attached garages located on the first floor of the structure.  He indicated that 7 of the 8 
units would have direct access from the garage while one resident will be required to 
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walk outside in order to reach the garage.  He explained that there will be no detached 
garage structures on the site.   
 
Martin stated that the detention pond would be located outside the perimeter of the 4-
foot high black wrought iron fence which will surround the development.   
 
Wennlund asked if bike path users would have access to the pond.  Martin explained 
that no path would be provided, adding that the pond is designed to retain water and 
will double as an amenity. 
 
Wennlund asked if the slope to the pond would be steep.  Martin stated that the 
engineer is in the process of refining the design of the pond, adding that there will likely 
be a 5-foot slope. 
 
Laas asked if the existing trees around the perimeter of the property would be saved.  
Martin explained that most of those trees would remain, adding that there is a riparian 
buffer designed to protect the habitat.  He indicated that it will have prairie grasses. 
 
Rafferty asked if there are any substantial changes to the proposed development from 
when the concept plan had been presented during the land use amendment and 
rezoning processes.  Beck stated that a fire access was added, but that no other 
significant changes have been made.   
 
Rafferty expressed concern about the proximity of the detention pond to the bike path 
and the difference in elevation.  Wennlund concurred.  Rafferty asked if there are any 
steps that could be taken to mitigate the potential safety hazard caused by the pond.  
Martin stated that he is open to suggestions, reiterating that the final slope has yet to be 
determined.  He explained that it may appear that the bike path is closer to the pond 
than it actually is.  He stated that the pond would actually be several hundred feet from 
the path. Martin stated that the goal had been to maintain the aesthetic value of the 
property, indicating that a fence would likely detract from the appearance of the site.   
 
Wennlund asked if the pond would be retained by the original owner.  Martin explained 
that it would be owned by the developer.   
 
Jager requested that both sections of Lot 3 be labeled.  He asked why Lots A, B, and C 
are designated as lots on the plat, adding that if they are indicated as outlots the 
understanding is that they are not buildable.  Calisse McPherson, engineer for the 
developer, explained that according to her firm’s surveyors they are required to use the 
format shown as it is required by the state code.   Jager stated that a number 
designation would not be acceptable according to the City Code, adding that he would 
review the situation prior to submittal to city council.   
 
McPherson explained that because the proposed development is so large, the scale of 
the drawing may be misleading.  She indicated that the slope from the parking area to 
the detention pond is 3:1, which is considered a mowable slope.  Rafferty commented 
that this alleviates his concern.   
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Jager asked for clarification regarding the proposed tree preservation easement on Lot 
3 as there is no definition of it in the plat notes.  Martin explained that it is a contractual 
obligation binding the current owner to maintain the tree line that separates the 
proposed development from the property that will remain under the former owner’s 
control.  He indicated that the agreement will be recorded at closing.  Jager asked if the 
agreement obligates the owner to maintain a certain number of trees or to ensure that 
no trees will be removed.  Martin stated that the agreement requires that the 75-foot 
easement be maintained in its natural state, adding that there is no affirmative 
obligation on the part of the current owner to maintain or prune the existing trees.  
Jager requested that a plat note be added to define the proposed tree preservation 
easement. 
 
Jager suggested that a plat note be added indicating that Lots A, B, and C are not 
buildable.  McPherson explained that general plat note 7 restricts building on the lots in 
question. 
 

On motion by Laas, seconded by Stoltenberg, that the preliminary plat of 
Springs at Bettendorf First Addition be recommended for approval subject 
to staff recommendations. 
 

ALL AYES 
 
Motion carried. 
 

On motion by Rafferty, seconded by Wennlund, that the final plat of 
Springs at Bettendorf First Addition be recommended for approval subject 
to staff recommendations. 
 

ALL AYES 
 
Motion carried. 
 

On motion by Stoltenberg, seconded by Rafferty, that the site 
development plan for property located at the southeast corner of 53rd 
Avenue and Devils Glen Road be recommended for approval subject to 
staff recommendations. 
 

ALL AYES 
 
Motion carried. 
 
Final Plat 
 
7. Case 10-025; Wyndham Hills Fifth Addition, submitted by AMF Real Estate, LLC. 
 
Beck reviewed the staff report.  
 
Laas asked for clarification of the proposed access points to the area involved.  Beck 
explained that access to the subdivision would be from the south at Brookview Court 
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and then to Middle Road.  He indicated that eventually Wyndham Drive would connect 
to West Kingston Circle and to Crow Creek Road.  Laas asked if the developer is waiting 
for more development to build Wyndham Drive.  Beck confirmed this. 
 
Laas asked how large the cottages would be.  Beck explained that typically restrictive 
covenants require a minimum square footage and that the decision would be at the 
developer’s discretion as long as it adheres to zoning ordinance requirements.   
 
Jeff Seitz, the applicant, explained that there would be no common maintenance 
provided of the grounds as was indicated in staff’s report.  He stated that the proposed 
restrictive covenants require that the cottages be at least 1600 square feet.  Seitz stated 
that the cottages would be single-family, ranch style homes. 
 
Bennett asked if a portion of Wyndham Drive would be paved in the near future in 
order to allow emergency vehicle access.  Seitz explained that there would be a 
turnaround for fire trucks on West Kingston Circle. 
 

On motion by Wennlund, seconded by Rafferty, that the final plat of 
Wyndham Hills Fifth Addition be recommended for approval subject to 
staff recommendations. 
 

ALL AYES 
 
Motion carried. 
 
Site Development Plan 
 
10. Case 10-034; 6420 State Street, submitted by JJ2, LLC. 
 
Beck reviewed the staff report.   
 
Laas stated that she would abstain from discussion and voting with regard to Case 10-
034. 
 
Wennlund stated that it appears as though the driveway is located partially on an 
adjoining property.  Beck explained that the location of the driveway is per Iowa 
Department of Transportation so there could be a shared access with the adjacent 
property.  Chris Townsend, engineer representing the applicant, explained that there is 
not currently an easement agreement with the adjacent owner for the proposed shared 
access.  He indicated that if that property owner does not wish to have a shared access, 
the driveway will be shifted entirely onto the applicant’s property.   
 
Stoltenberg asked what type of arrangements would be made for lighting, security, and 
fencing.  Jim Massa, the applicant, explained that the access drive is located according 
to IDOT requirements and will be aligned with the existing driveway on the south side 
of State Street.  He indicated that there would be downcast lighting surrounding the 
perimeter of the property, that it would be fenced, and that there would be a secured 
electronic gate.  Massa stated that there would be a concrete lot around the garages. 
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Rafferty asked if the building separation indicated on the site plan is in accordance with 
building and fire code.  Connors explained that a 30-foot separation between buildings 
is required.  He added that if the site development plan does indicate the minimum 
separation, he would ensure it at the time of building permit issuance.  Wennlund stated 
that it appears as though the separation shown is only 23 feet.  Townsend stated that 
he had met with the fire marshal, adding that the separation between the buildings had 
been reduced but that an approved fire access lane will be located on the perimeter of 
the development.  Knorrek confirmed that a discussion had been held regarding fire 
access, but added that the building code has additional requirements with regard to 
building separation.  He explained that if the buildings are not separated by at least 30 
feet, fire-resistant construction must be utilized.  Connors reiterated that he would 
ensure the proper separation when the applicant applies for a building permit. 
 

On motion by Rafferty, seconded by Wennlund, that the site development 
plan for 6420 State Street be recommended for approval subject to staff 
recommendations. 
 

ROLL CALL ON MOTION 
 

 AYE:   Bennett, Rafferty, Stoltenberg, Wennlund 
 NAY:   None 
 ABSTAIN: Laas 

 
Motion carried. 
 
Zoning Ordinance Amendment 
 
11. Case 10-036; Section 18.7 - Signs. 
 
Soenksen reviewed the staff report. 
 
Wennlund asked how the amount of each individual user’s allotted square footage on a 
multi-tenant shopping center sign would be determined.  Soenksen explained that none 
of the size or setback requirements regarding shopping center signs had been changed, 
adding that the division of the sign between tenants would be determined by the users.  
He indicated that if there were a large number of tenants required to collocate on a 
shopping center sign who feel that the 600 square foot limit is inadequate, they could 
apply to the Board of Adjustment for a variance. 
 
Bennett asked if billboards would continue to be allowed on State Street and Grant 
Streets.  Soenksen confirmed this, adding that the proposed ordinance is merely a 
compilation of staff’s suggestions.  He indicated that the Commission could make 
changes to it.  Jager commented that billboards are specifically prohibited in residential 
zoning districts even if they are located along a state highway such as Grant Street or 
State Street.  He suggested that the ordinance clearly state that billboards are allowed 
only in those districts where they are otherwise lawful.  Rafferty commented that 
billboards are also prohibited in the Downtown Riverfront Corridor Overlay District. 
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Rafferty asked how staff had determined the point at which a sign could no longer be 
altered and what would prevent a sign owner from allowing an old sign to fall into 
disrepair because of the expense involved in replacing it.  Soenksen explained that the 
original value of the sign is something that has been documented for each sign at the 
time of permit issuance and is not arrived at arbitrarily.   
 
Stoltenberg questioned the mechanism by which the owner of a dilapidated sign could 
be required to remove it rather than keep it because it is not financially feasible to 
replace it.  Connors explained that technically city staff can require that dilapidated or 
obsolete signs be removed.  Jager added that oftentimes a sign structure will remain 
even if there is no business associated with it.  He indicated that a property owner 
would choose to leave the sign structure if, for instance, a variance had been granted.  
Jager stated that if the sign were removed, the variance would no longer be valid and a 
future tenant may wish to utilize the same structure. 
 
Soenksen stated that he had notified local sign companies of the proposed ordinance 
changes.  He indicated that he had received a letter from Acme Sign Company 
expressing opposition to the new 6 second restriction on change of copy, graphics, and 
images on electronic signs. 
 
Laas asked what type of restrictions are currently placed on the operation of electronic 
programmable signs at night.  Soenksen stated that there are no restrictions.  He 
indicated that the proposed brightness limitation is an industry standard that has been 
adopted by other communities in Iowa.  Jager commented that he is under the 
impression that all of the existing electronic signs in Bettendorf would be in compliance 
with the proposed limitation.  He indicated that city staff has received complaints 
regarding the brightness of some of the electronic signs, but that the owners had 
reduced the brightness at the city’s request.  Laas stated that she would prefer that 
electronic programmable signs be required to be turned off at night.  She indicated that 
they are very distracting and are aesthetically displeasing.  Soenksen commented that it 
seems as though citizen complaints regarding brightness are related to their location in 
the city.  Rafferty asked if the proposed brightness allowance should be reduced in light 
of the fact that all of the existing signs are in compliance and complaints have been 
received about them.  Connors stated that no measurement was taken of the brightness 
of the signs about which complaints were received, reiterating that their brightness has 
subsequently been reduced.  Jager suggested that the proposed limit remain and that 
staff monitor compliance and complaints with the understanding that the limit could be 
changed in the future.   
 
Jager asked if the proposed ordinance is intended to prohibit signs from being 
projected onto buildings.  Soenksen explained that the ordinance does not prohibit that 
type of sign, but indicated that a projected sign is recognized as an electronic 
programmable sign and would be subject to the same restrictions as any other type of 
on-premises identification or off-premises identification sign in a particular district.  Jager 
asked how light images projected by residents on homes during holidays would be 
differentiated from a business owner who might wish to project an image on a 
commercial building.   Soenksen explained that because an image projected onto a 
home is not a business sign, it would not be subject to the ordinance restrictions.  He 
indicated that staff would consider such a projection to be an ornament.  Connors 
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added that a projection on a building used in a business environment would be limited 
to 50 square feet.   
 
Laas questioned the difference between limiting changeable type but allowing scrolling.   
She stated that she feels as though they are very similar and should not be allowed at all 
as they are both distracting.  Soenksen stated that typically scrolling is done at a 
consistent rate whereas the change of an entire sign can be more distracting.  Rafferty 
concurred, adding that the flashing effect is what most drivers find distracting.  
Wennlund commented that if the scrolling is required to be slowed, it might slow drivers 
who are attempting to read the sign.  Stoltenberg stated that in his opinion scrolling is 
more consistent and therefore does not distract as much as opposed to a flashing sign. 
 

On motion by Rafferty, seconded by Wennlund, that the zoning ordinance 
amendment for Section 18.7 - Signs be recommended for approval subject 
to staff recommendations. 

 
ROLL CALL ON MOTION 

 
 AYE:   Bennett, Rafferty, Stoltenberg, Wennlund 
 NAY:   Laas 
 ABSTAIN: None 

 
Motion carried. 

 
Other 
 
12. Commission Update. 
 
Connors stated that the following took place at the July 6 City Council meeting: 
 
WWW First Addition, final plat approval 
 
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at approximately 6:45 p.m. 
 
These minutes approved         
 
          
   Gregory W. Beck, City Planner 


